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Abstract: SzegG polynomials are studied in connection with Wiener-Levinson filters formed from discrete signals 
xv = {~~(k)}~$. Our main interest is in the frequency analysis problem of finding the unknown frequencies wj, 
when the signal is a trigonometric polynomial xv(k) = x$= _,a, eio@. Associated with this signal is the sequence of 
monk SzegG polynomials { pn(GN; z)):=~ orthogonal on the unit circle with respect to a distribution function GN(0). 
Explicit expressions for the weight function q&(B) and associated Szego function DN(z) are given in terms of the 
Z-transform X,(z) of the signal xv. Several theorems are given to support the following conjecture which was 
suggested by numerical experiments: As N and n increase, the 2I+ 1 zeros of p,,(GN; z) of largest modulus approach 
the points eiwi. We conclude by showing that the reciprocal polynomials p,*( GN; z) := z”m are PadC 
numerators for Pad& approximants (of fixed denominator degree) to a meromorphic function related to DN(z). 
Keywords: Orthogonal polynomials, frequency analysis, digital filter. 
1. Introduction 
A number of papers have appeared recently on Szegii polynomials p,(z) orthogonal with 
respect to a distribution function #(r3) [lo-12,15,16,21,23]. One reason for interest in Szegb 
polynomials is their close connection with important problems of digital signal processing [9,14]. 
The sequences { p,, } considered in this paper are obtained by forming Wiener-Levinson (linear 
least squares) filters, starting with a discrete input signal x = {x(k)}?= _-ca and N-truncated, 
causal signals xN = {am}, where xN(k) := 0 for k < 0 and k >, N. 
Background and preliminary results on Szegij theory and the linear prediction method applied 
to N-truncated, causal signals xN = { xN( k)} are described in Section 2. The associated distribu- 
tion function qN( 6) and Szego function DN( z) are obtained explicitly 
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(cf. (2.12)) is readily seen to hold. Finite impulse response (FIR) filters g’“’ * xN and h’“’ * xN 
that minimize I] g’“’ * xN ]I 2 and )] 6 - h(“’ * xiv) I] 2, respectively, are derived (Theorems 1 and 
2) in terms of the Szego polynomial p,( a,LN; z), where S denotes the 
Section 3 is used to present results from a numerical-graphical 
typical behavior of the zeros of the p,( I,!J~; z), where the input signal 
form of a finite Fourier series 
unit pulse signal. 
experiment that illustrates 
x = { x(k)} has the special 
x(k) = C a, ei+, k=O, +1, 52 )...) 
j= -1 
where ‘Y_~=Z~, w_~= -wI and O=o,<w,< ... < w1 < 71. These results led us to the conjec- 
ture given in Section 4. In support of this conjecture we give: estimates which suggest that 
I Pn(+NY * e’y) I is small when n and N are large (Theorem 3), a result (Theorem 6) on the 
asymptotic behavior of the zeros of p,( L,LJ~, * z), and a proof (Theorem 7) that the weak star limit 
of {(l/N) dqN( 0)) is a point mass distribution with mass ) aj I 2 at each of the points e * iW~, 
j = 0, ZL- l)...) + I. 
In Section 5we investigate the approximants [n/M]( ) z on the Mth row in the PadC table of 
the rational function FN(z) := [DN(z)DG(z)]-‘, where D;(z) :=zmm and M:= 
deg &(z). It is shown (Theorem 8) that the polynomial numerator of [n/M](z) is a constant 
multiple of p,* ( qN; z). The convergence of { [ n/M]( z)}~~~ is described by Corollary 9, which is 
a consequence of Theorem 8 and an extension of the Montessus de Ballore theorem. This result 
provides an independent proof that lim p,*(z) = D,(O)/D,( z), at least for the cases dealt with 
in Section 4. 
2. Applications of Szeg6 theory and background 
Doubly infinite sequences x = {x(m)}~, _-oo of real numbers are called (discrete) signals, the 
space of all such signals being denoted by 1. A signal x is said to be causal if x(m) = 0 for 
m < 0. Since our interest is in signals that are observed (measured) we consider N-truncated, 
causal signals xN = { xN( m)}, where 
XN(rn) :- x(m), ifO<m<N-1, 
0, otherwise, 
(2.la) 
and 
XN(0) # 0. 
The Z-transform of xN is given by 
(2.lb) 
N-l 
X,(z) := C xN(m)zPM. 
m=O 
For the absolutely continuous distribution function GN( 0) defined by 
P-2) 
(2.3) 
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the k th moment pk (k = 0, _+ 1, + 2, . . . ) is given by 
It follows that the moments 1~~ represent the autocorrelation coefficients of the signal: 
pk= : XN(m)xA’(m+k)~ k=O, +1, +2 )... . (2.4) 
WI=--00 
Moreover, SinCe the pk are trigonometric moments, the sequence { pk} is Hermitian positive 
definite; that is, 
pk =/--k and A, := det( ~i_J)Z~jZO > 0, k=O, 1, 
(see, e.g., [1,10,12]). The distribution function qN(0) provides an 
(f, g> := /ITf(eie)g(eiO) d+,(d), f, g En, 
2 >..*> 
inner product 
(2.5) 
(2.6) 
on the space A of Laurent po[vnomials C”,=&kz k, ck E C, - co < m < k < n < + 00. We denote 
by (P, = P,AGN; z)}~=~ the sequence of manic Szegii polynomials orthogonal with respect to $N 
and denote the reciprocal polynomials by 
p,*(#,; z):=z”m, n =O, 1,2 ,... . (2.7) 
The polynomials p,, and p,* satisfy the orthogonality conditions 
A 
O<m,<n-1, 
(2.8) 
and the recurrence relations 
P& N; 2) := P,*( q.JN; z) := 1, (2.9a) 
PA N; 4 = ZP,-I(4 N; z, +s,P,*_I($N; z), n=lT 2Y 3,..., (2.9b) 
P,*($,; z> =&z~,-,(rc/,; z) +P,*_,(+,; 4, n = 1,2, 3,... - (2.9~) 
The constants S,, called reflection coefficients, can be computed successively in terms of the 
moments pk by 
n-l 
n 
j=O 
This procedure for computing the 6,‘s is known as Leuinson’s algorithm. 
(2.10) 
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It is well known (e.g., [ll]) that all zeros of the p,(z) lie in 1 z 1 < 1, 
I%l ~1 and B,,:= Ib,AI =b,‘il=/~7 n=l,2,3 )..., 
and 
12)7 n = 1, 2, 3,. . . . 
It is readily seen that 4; (13) s satisfies the Szegb’ condition 
CO> J n i&,(O) dB, --71 J” log +(N(B) do> -co. --1T 
The Szegb function D,,,(z) with respect to #N( 8) is defined by 
log $;(e)de , IzI ~1. 
I 
(2.11a) 
(2.11b) 
(2.12) 
(2.13) 
It follows from the well-known theory of Szegii polynomials that 
p := lim & > 0, E l~k12<~, (2.14) 
n-cc k=l 
E H, (Hardy space), IZI <I, (2.15a) 
and 
D,(z)#Ofor]z] ~1 and D,(O)=p>O (2.15b) 
)DN(eie)12:= r~~_IDN(rei”)12=2~+~(8), a.e.on [-7, 7~1 
(see, e.g., [4-7,9,19,24]). Furthermore, one can prove the following assertion: 
(2.15~) 
ON(‘)= *xN(o), ~l(z-zk), yl(l-z,z), (2.16) 
.zk > =k < 
where the zk’s in (2.16) denote the iV - 1 zeros of the polynomial zN-lX,( z) and the sign (+ 1) is 
chosen so that DN(0) > 0. This choice of sign is po:sible since the zk are either real or else they 
occur in conjugate pairs. To verify (2.16) we let DN(z) denote the function on the right-hand 
side of (2.16) and observe that by (2.3) 
(2.17) 
It suffices then to substitute this expression in (2.13) for J/h(0) and apply the Poisson integral 
formula, which holds also for functions of the form log ) z - eiel ] (cf. 113, Theorem 8.21). 
Let I, and I, denote subsets of the space 1 of signals. A linear map T: I, + I, is called a 
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digital filter if T is shift invariant; that is, if ST = TS, where S denotes the shift operator defined 
by 
(Sx)(k):=x(k-l), k=O, fl, +2 )...) XEl. (2.18) 
The convolution h * x of sequences h and x, defined by 
(h*x)(k):= 2 x(m)h(k-m), k=O, +l,f2 ,..., (2.19) 
m=--00 
provides a convenient representation of a digital filter. In fact, if h E I,, then 
y=Tx:=he.x (2.20) 
can be shown to be a continuous, linear, shift-invariant mapping of 1, into 1,. Moreover, h is 
the unit pulse response: i.e., h = T6 where the unit pulse 8 = {6(k)} is defined by S(0) := 1 and 
6(k) := 0 for k # 0. The z-transform 
H(z) = f h(m)z-m 
WI=--00 
(2.21) 
of h is called the transfer function of the filter T since Y(z) = H( z)X( z), where X(z) and Y(z) 
denote the Z-transforms of the signals x and y, respectively. Since h E l,, the series (2.21) 
converges absolutely for ) z 1 >, 1. The function H(e”) is called the frequency response function of 
the filter T. 
Associated with an N-truncated causal signal xN = { xN( k)} (see (2.1)) is a linearly predicted 
signal Z2, = { a,(k)} given in terms of xN by 
Z-,(k) := 
-J~lg~n)xN(k-j). g,!“‘-, kal, 
0, k<O. 
(2.22) 
The residual signal e$‘) = {e(N)(k)} = {xn(k) -~N(k)}~=_mcan be written as a convolution 
@’ = g’“’ * XN = 
i gj”‘x,(k -j) (2.23) 
j=O 
of g’“’ = { gj”‘} and xN, where g,$“) := 1 and gj (‘) := 0 for j < 0 and j > n. For each n 2 1, the 
polynomial 
G,(z) := i g/!n)Z-j (2.24) 
j=O 
is the transfer function of the digital filter T, defined by CC) := T,x, := gCn) * xn. The coefficients 
g!“), 1 <j G n, are determined in such a manner as to minimize the squared &-norm 
J 
k=-m 
(2.25) 
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In fact it follows from (2.23) and (2.4) that 
= i: 2 g(“‘gL’ f x,(k-j)x,(k- m) 
j=O m=O k=-m 
= 2 f: g;“‘g:)p,_, 
j=O m=O 
= 2 i gyog~,/n e-i(i-m)e d#,((q 
j=O m=O -57 
= /I I7 i gj”’ e-ije * &(e) -Tl j=Q 
= II G,, II * = (6, G,) = (u,,, un), 
where u,(z) := z”Gn( z) is a monk polynomial of degree n. From a known property of Szega 
polynomials (e.g., [7, Section 2.5]), 11 a, II* = (un, u”) attains its minimum value for all monk 
polynomials u,(z) of degree n if u,(z) = p,,( +!J~; z), the nth Szegij polynomial with respect to 
qN( 8). This result is summarized by the following theorem. 
Theorem 1. Let xn = { xN( m)} be a given N-truncated causal signal (2.1) and let $n( 0) be defined 
by (2.3). For each n 2 1, let e$J” := g’“’ * xN, where g’“’ = { gj”‘} E 1, gl”’ = 0 for j -C 0 and j > n, 
Then 
Gn(z) := k gjn)z-j, gp := 1, gj”’ E II?2 . (2.26) 
j=O 
“p II4’ II* = “f (I g’“’ * XN II* = P, = \id,/d,_l (2.27) 
s” Rn 
is attained by G,,(z) = z-“p,,( a,!~~; z), where { p,, } is the sequence of manic Szegii polynomials with 
respect to the distribution function GN( 8). 
Moreover, as n + 00, 
“;:llE~)l(*=P”LP=DN(O)= IXAAO) I I-I IZkl, (2.28) 
g” IrkI> 
where the zk denote the zeros of X,(z) such that I zk ( 2 1 and where the product is replaced by one 
if there are no such zeros. 
Theorem 2. Let xn = { x,,.,(m)} be a given N-truncated, causal signal and let #,,, (8) be defined by 
(2.3). For each n > 1, let h (n)= {hy)} El be such that hr)#O and hy)=O forj<O andj>n 
and let 
Hn(z) := 2 hj”)z-j, h;“’ E R’ . (2.29) 
j=O 
Then 
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m$,,“- (h(“)*x, ),,2={+p)2. 
and this minimum is attained by choosing 
40) -_n 
H,(z) = pzz P&v; 4 
” 
(2.30) 
(2.31) 
where { p,, } is the sequence of manic Szegij polynomials with respect to the distribution function 
GN( S). Here 8 denotes the unit pulse sequence (see definition following (2.20)). 
Moreover, as II -+ 00, 
(2.32) 
where the zk denote the zeros of X,(x) such that 1 zk 1 2 1 and where the product is replaced by 1 if 
there are no such zeros. 
Proof. Let c, and g(“) = { gj”) } E 1 be chosen so that 
h’“’ = c,g(‘+, c,, # 0, gin’ := 1, g/!“’ E R , 
and let G,(z) be defined by (2.24). We then obtain 
I]& (hCn)*xN)Il;:= F [6(k) - (hCn)*xN)(k)12 
k=-W 
(2.33) 
= E [6(k)12-2c, f 6(k)(g(“)*x,)(k)+c,Zllg(‘)*xNil: 
k=-cc k=-cc 
= 1 - 2c, i g/!n)XN( -j) + c;il g’“’ * xN II: 
j=O 
= 1 - 2C,XN (0) + c,‘I] g’“’ * XN II:_ 
We minimize this in two steps: first with respect to g(‘) and then with respect to c,. An 
application of Theorem 1 gives 
“p 116 - (h’“’ * xN) 11; = 1 - 2&x,(0) + c,2# 
g” 
It is then easily seen that the minimum of this with respect to c, is 
I$,,& (h(“)*x, ,I:=l-(Y)‘, 
and this is attained by choosing c, = x,(O)/@:, G,(z) = z-“p,( qN; z); hence (2.31) holds. 
Equation (2.32) follows immediately from (2.30) and (2.16). 0 
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3. Frequency analysis for trigonometric polynomial signals 
In this section we consider a numerical-graphical example obtained by applying the well-known 
linear prediction method and Levinson algorithm described in Section 2 to a signal x = {x(k)} 
of the form 
x(k) = i aj ei+, k=O, +1, +2 )...) (3.la) 
jz -1 
where 
o=o,<o,<02< .** <01<71, o_j= -w/, (3.lb) 
%E~, O#aj=Z_jEC, j=l,2 ,..., I. (3.lc) 
Our goal is to approximate the (unknown) w;‘s from the data { x(k)}:::. Actually, for this 
illustration we add to the signal a small noise domponent 
x(k)=@)+?@), k=O, 21, _+2 )...) 
where 
4 
u(k)= i aj ei+ = C 2Xj sin O//C, k=O, 
j= -_4 j=l 
17 = { n(k)} so that 
(3.2a) 
*1, f2,..., (3.2b) 
and we take I = 4, aj = - ih,, where the Xj and wj are given in Table 1. 
The sequence n = {q(k)} with q(O) Z 0 is formed from white noise, the q(k) being random 
numbers normalized to have a mean of zero and variance 0.02. The noise component was added 
in order to simulate an actual observed signal. The level of noise is small enough so that the 
“observed” signal x behaves essentially the same as the “true” signal u. The signal we actually 
work with is the 400-truncated, causal signal xaO. The choice of N = 400 was made so that we 
can consider Szegij polynomials p,( 4 ,,,; z) with n in the range 1 i n G N - 21= 392. We note 
that although u&O) = 0, we have x,,,(O) = ~(0) # 0; therefore (2.lb) holds. 
Using (3.2) as starting data, we have computed autocorrelation coefficients (moments Pi) by 
(2.4) and then reflection coefficients 6, and norms ,Bk := (1 pk I( by the Levinson algorithm based 
on (2.9) and (2.10). Some of the results are given in Table 2. When computing the 6, we also 
constructed the Szego polynomials pk( GN; z) and obtained their zeros zjk), j = 1, 2,. . . , k, k = 
1, 2,. . .) 50. In Table 3 we give 1 zjk) 1 and arg zj , (k) k = 10 20, 30, 40, 50, for each of the four 
zeros lying nearest to the unit circle 1 z ( = 1. From these results it is clear that the 4 angles wj 
used to form the input xdoO in (3.2) can be approximated with 3 or 4 significant digits. In Figs. 1 
and 2 are shown plots of all of the zeros of &( 4 N; z) for k = 4, 6, 8, 10, 20, 30, 40, 50. The 
actual zeros occur at the endpoints of lines radiating from the origin. It is remarkable that even 
Table 1 
Parameters A, and o, 
i 0 1 2 3 4 
2x1 0 1 1 1 10 
wJ 
0 h :q $71 :n 
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Table 2 
Reflection coefficients 6, and norms fik = 11 pk (1 computed from the Levinson algorithm 
k 8, Pk 
0 1.00000 143.7 
1 0.67266 106.3 
2 0.83772 58.1 
3 - 0.59796 46.5 
4 0.63989 35.8 
5 - 0.26756 34.5 
6 0.27821 33.1 
7 0.31942 31.4 
8 0.00186 31.4 
9 0.33703 29.5 
10 0.60999 23.4 
2d - 0.05775 17.0 
30 0.07575 16.5 
40 - 0.01212 16.4 
50 - 0.00874 16.3 
Table 3 
Zeros zJ’&) of pk(z) near 1 z 1 = 1 
k IzYI arg z(k) J wi 
j=l 10 0.95.. . l.598... &r A 1.570796.. 
20 0.994.. . 1.5667... 
30 0.998.. . 1.5690... 
40 0.998.. . 1.5699... 
50 0.998.. . 1.5707... 
j=2 
j=3 
j=4 
10 
20 
30 
40 
50 
10 
20 
30 
40 
50 
10 
20 
30 
40 
50 
0.955.. . 
0.995.. . 
0.997.. . 
0.997.. . 
0.9971.. . 
0.981.. . 
0.996.. . 
0.997.. . 
0.997.. . 
0.997.. . 
0.5 08 ._.  
=2335... 
0.52 325.. . 
0.52 345.. . 
0.523 84.. . 
0.999.. . 2.3559... 
0.997.. . 2.3557... 
0.997.. . 2.3560... 
0.997.. . 2.3560... 
0.997.. . 2.3562... 
1.0509... 
1.0459... 
1.0468... 
1.0472... 
1.0473... 
$r Al.047198.. 
&IT G 0.523599 
$7 g 2.356194 
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ZEROS IN THE COMPLEX PLANE 
1.0 I,,,.,, ., 
n/3 
0.8 3014 
Fig. 1. The 
-,.,I 
-1.0 -0.8-0.6-0.4-02 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 08 1.0 -10 -0.8-0.6-0.4-0.2 0 0.2 0.4 06 0.8 1.0 
REAL AXIS REAL AXIS 
(a) k=4 (b) k=6 
0.8 
0.6 
v) 0.4 
x 
=I 0.2 
g 0 s 
; -0.2 
4 
= -04 _ 
-06 
-0.8 
- 1.0 
-1.0 -0.8-0.6-0.4-0.2 0 02 0.4 06 0.8 1.0 -1.0 -08-0.6-0.4-0.2 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 
REAL AXIS REAL AXIS 
(cl k=8 Cd) k= IO 
zeros zck) of the SzegG polynomials pk(z) are shown as the end points of lines radiating from 
J 
The pk(z) were constructed from input data (3.2) and Table 1. 
the origin. 
at k = 4, two of the zeros of p4(z) are very close to the points e“+ with wj = If: SIT. With k = 10, 
all of the points e iw~ are being approximated by zeros of piO(z). It is also notable that for each k, 
the zeros of pk( #N; z) are fairly uniformly distributed by argument around the circle, except for 
some gaps that appear near the critical points e iw~. As k increases the amplitudes 1 zjk’ 1 appear 
to increase, with certain zeros (apparently) converging quickly to the e“‘). 
4. Conjecture and supportive theory 
The following conjecture deals with the asymptotic behavior of zeros of Szegii polynomials 
p,,(GN, z) formed from trigonometric polynomial signals of the form (3.1). The conjecture is 
suggested by the example described in Section 3. Several theorems and other arguments that 
support the conjecture are given in this section. 
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ZEROS IN THE COMPLEX PLANE 
-1.0 -0.8-0.6-0.4-0.2 0 02 04 0.6 08 IO 
REAL AXIS 
(a) k=20 
L / 
-1.0 Yb- p/p, 
-1.0 -0.8-06-0.4-0.2 0 0.2 04 06 08 IO 
(cl Iid0 
REAL AXIS 
-8”’ 
-1.0 -08-06-04 -02 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 
REAL AXIS 
(b) k=30 
06 
-IO -0.8-0.6-0.4-0.2 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 
REAL AXIS 
(d) k=50 
Fig. 2. The zeros z, ck) of the Szeg8 polynomials pk(z) are shown as the endpoints of lines radiating from the origin. 
The p,(z) were constructed from input data (3.2) and Table 1. 
Conjecture (C). Let { p,( #N, z)} denote the sequence of monk Szegii polynomials with respect to 
an absolutely continuous distribution function qN( 0) defined by (2.3), where X,(z) is the 
Z-transform of a trigonometric polynomial signal of the form (3.1). Then it is conjectured that, 
as n and N tend to infinity (in a manner to be determined), with 1 G n < N - 21, the 21+ I 
zeros of P,( lcIN, z) of largest modulus will approach the critical points e’“], j = 0, + 1, _. _ , + I. 
(We have assumed above that (Ye # 0 so that eioo = e0 = 1 is a critical point. If a0 = 0, then there 
are only 21 critical points, since eio = 1 should not be counted; hence the statement of the 
conjecture should be adjusted accordingly.) 
Theorem 3. Let x = ( x(k)} be a given signal of the form (3.1) and let xN = { xN( k)} denote the 
corresponding N-truncated causal signal. There exists a constant A, dependent upon N and the ffj 
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and wj for -I <j < I, but independent of n, such that 
n+21 
(pn(JIN, ei’+)I =IGn(eiuj)l <A kFn (c$‘(k)l, j= -I, -I+ l,..., I, (4.1) 
provided 1 < n < N - 21, where G,,(z) = C[f.=og(“)z-i = z-“p,,( I,!J~; z) and c$’ = g”” * xN. 
Our proof of Theorem 3 makes use of the following lemma. 
Lemma 4. Let g E I, be given and let T denote the digital filter defined by 
c:= Tx=g*x, with x of the form (3.1). (4.2) 
Let G(z) = Cz= _,g( m)zYm denote the Z-transform of g = { g(m)} (also the transfer function of 
T). Then: 
(A) For k = 0, k 1, + 2, . . . , 
e(k) := (TX)(k) = 5 a,G(e’“,) eiTk. 
j= -1 
(4.3) 
(B) Let p be a given integer. Then there exist complex constants A, (depending only upon p and 
the aj and wj, -I <j < I) such that 
p+2I 
G(e’“l) = c Aj,s(k), -I<j<I. 
k=p 
(4.4) 
Proof. (A) By (2.18), (2.20), (3.la) and (4.3), 
e(k)= E x(m)g(k-m)= i g(m)x(k-m) 
nl=--OO ?n=--00 
= E g(m) ; aj @J,(k-m) 
m=-co j= -1 
= 
,iIaj[ E g(m)(eiuJ,I] eiyk 
m=-CC 
= ; ajG(ei9) &‘J~_ 
j= -1 
(B) This follows from an application of Cramer’s rule to the system of 2I+ 1 linear equations 
(4.3), with p < k <p + 21, in the 21+ 1 unknowns aj := ajG(eiwj), -I <j < I. The determinant 
of the system is the Vandermonde determinant 
1 1 . . . 1 
Z-I Z- It1 *** z* 
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divided by exp[ipCf, _+J~], where Zj := e in. This determinant does not vanish since, by (3.lb), 
the Zj are all distinct. 0 
Proof of Theorem 3. For each n > 1 let T, denote the digital filter 
T,x := g’“’ * x, x E I,. 
Since x, xN E I, it follows that, if 
,@) := T,x := g’“’ * x md @’ := TnXN := g’“’ * xN, 
then 
r’“‘(k) = 2 g$‘x(k - m), k=O, +1, +2 )...) 
m=O 
(4.5) 
(4.6a) 
(4.6b) 
and 
@(k) = i g$‘x,(k-m), k=O, kl, *2 )... . 
m=O 
By the definition of xN and (4.6b), (4.6~) we obtain 
e(“)(k) =6$)(k) for n<kGN--1. 
Therefore by Lemma 4(B) it follows that 
n+21 n4-21 
G,(e““l) = c Aj~&‘“‘(k) = c A(112~$‘(k), -I< k < I, 
k=n k=n 
provided n + 21 G N. Thus 
II+21 
IW”J) I < rnaxlA$yiI c leg)(k) 1, -I< k< I, 
k=n 
(4.6~) 
(4.7) 
(4-g) 
provided 1~ n < N - 2 I. Here we hold N fixed and A := max 1 A$ I, where j, k and n take on 
the allowed values. [7 
Rem?&. The relations (2.27) and (4.1) (in Theorem 3) suggest that the numbers 1 G,(e’y) 1 = 
1 p,,(e’“l) 1 get smaller as n increases. This suggests a close proximity to the el’+ of zeros of p,(z). 
Additionally, in Theorem 2 if we let xN be a signal of the form (3.1), then H,(z) minimizes 
I] 8 - (h’“’ * xN) ]I 2. Therefore, since 1 - H,(z) X,( z) is the Z-transform of S - (h(“) * xN) 
where 
N-l N-l 
X,(z):= c xN(k)z-k= c x(k)z-k, 
k=O k=O 
one can expect l/H,,(z) to be a good approximation of X,(z) for large n; that is, 
(4.9) 
(4.10) 
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Setting X,(z) := C~=+(~)Z-~ and using (3.1), we obtain, for 1 z 1 > 1, 
(4.11) 
Since X,(z) is a rational function of z with simple poles at the points elwJ, - I <j < I, and since 
X,(z) --+ X,(z) as N + co, (4.10) suggests that there will be zeros of p,(z) near the e’“, when n 
is large. 
By a theorem of Jentzsch [25, Section 7.8, p.2381 we can easily deduce the fact that, for every 
e > 0, there exists an N such that X,(z) has a zero in the annulus 1 - E < 1 z 1 < 1 + e. The 
following theorem is an extension of this result. 
Theorem 5. Let x = {x(k)} be a signal of the form (3.1) and let 
N-l 
x,(z) = c X(k)z-k, x(0) #O. 
k=O 
(4.12) 
Then for each e > 0, there exists an integer N(e) such that, for every N 2 N(e), all but at most 41 
zeros of X,(z) lie in the annulus 1 - E < I z I < 1 + E. 
Proof. Observe that 
Q/(z) :=x, ; 
i 1 = i aj l_zeicd, 
1 - (z e’“)” 
j= -_I 
is the (N - 1)th Taylor section of 
(4.13) 
(4.14) 
so that {s,(z)} converges locally uniformly in I z I < 1. Let p be chosen such that l/(1 + 6) < p 
< 1 and F(z) # 0 for z on the circle C defined by I z I = p. Let A4 := min[ I F(z) I : 1 z I = p]. 
Then A4 > 0 and there exists an integer N,(c) such that I sN( z) I 2 I F(z) I - I F(z) - sN( z) I 2 
A4 - :A4 = iA4 for I z I = p and N >, N,(e). The rational functions F(z) and sN( z) are all 
analytic in 1 z 1 -c 1 (the poles of F occurring on the unit circle I z I = 1). It follows that 
{ sh( z)/sN( z)} converges to F’( z)/F(z) uniformly on C and hence 
Thus for every N > N&E), sN( z) has the same number of zeros in I z I -c p as F(z). But the 
rational function F(z) has at most 21 zeros in Q=, and hence in I z I G l/(1 + 6). Since 
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p > l/(1 + c), we obtain Assertion (a): For every N z NO(e), sN(z) has at most 21 zeros in 
1 z 1 < l/(1 + e), if the zeros are counted according to their multiplicities. 
Now we consider the functions 
siv(z) 4vw= 7’ N=l,2,3 )...) (4.15) 
which are analytic and uniformly bounded on every closed subset of E := 6\[z : 1 z 1 < 11, where 
c=:= Q: u [co]. Furthermore, every limit function of the normal family { tN( z)}? in E is of the 
form 
i 
ajxj 
j= _I 1 - z e’y ’ (4.16) 
where the Aj are constants of unit modulus. In fact, if K is a closed subset of E and { tNk( z)}? is 
a subsequence converging for z E K, then by (4.13) and (4.15), 
1 a, (eiO,)Nk 
lim tlv,(z)= -NF~W .C 
,=_I 1 -z e’“J ’ 
ZEK. 
iVk-+co 
Since { (eiwljNk } is bounded, there exists a subsequence {(ei”l)N~~l} converging to a limit A,, with 
IX, I = 1. Continuing in this manner to extract converging subsequences for each uj from the 
preceding subsequences, we obtain the hj in (4.16). Clearly every function of the form (4.16) has 
at most 21+ 1 zeros in c (including the zero at z = CO), and hence in I z I >, l/(1 - e). We now 
prove Assertion (b): There exists an N,(e) such that, for- euely N > NI(e), tN(z) has at most 
21+ 1 zeros (and hence sN( z) has at most 21 zeros) in I z I 2 l/(1 - E). For, assume that there 
exists a subsequence {t,(z)} such that, for every Ni, tx(z) has at least 2I+ 2 zeros 
in I z I 2 l/(1 - e). Then there exists a subsequence { tN,(z)} of the normal family { tY(z)} 
converging locally uniformly on every closed subset K of E to a rational function of the form 
(4.16). By the same type of argument used above for { sN( z)}, we can conclude that there exists 
an N2(f) such that, for every Ni, > N2( E), txi(z) has at most 21+ 1 zeros in I z I 2 l/(1 - 6). 
This contradicts the above assumption and therefore proves Assertion (b). 
We have shown that for N > N(e) := max( N,( e), N1( e)), there are at most 41 zeros of sN( z) 
that are not in the annulus l/(1 + e) < ) z 1 < l/(1 - E), from which the theorem follows. q 
The following two theorems give information concerning the asymptotic behavior of the zeros 
of p,( qN, z) which has been observed in Figs. 1 and 2. 
Theorem 6. Let x = {x(k)} be a given signal of the form (3.1), and let N > 1 be fixed. Let r, 
denote the distance from the unit circle to the nearest zero of X,( z) defined by (4.12). Then the zeros 
of the Szegii polynomials p,,( qN; z) will be asymptotically (as n --) 00) equally spaced on the circle 
1 
IzI= l+r, 
for a subsequence of integers n. 
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Remarks. (1) A proof of Theorem 6 follows from a recent result of Mhaskar and Saff [17,21] and 
the observation that 1 z 1 = 1 + r, is the largest disk centered at the origin throughout which the 
function [ DN ( z )] - ’ is analytic. 
(2) By the term, “asymptotically (as n + cc) equally spaced” used in the theorem we mean 
that the normalized distributions associated with the zeros of p,( qN; z) converge in the 
weak-star topology to the uniform distribution on the circle 1 z 1 = l/(1 + rN) (cf. [15]). 
(3) Since from Theorem 5 we have rN + 0 as N -+ cc, we see from Theorem 6 that, for certain 
n and N suitably large, p,( +!J N; z) will have zeros arbitrarily close to the unit circle. 
Theorem 7. Let x = {x(k)} b e a given signal of the form (3.1), let xN = { xN( k)} denote its 
N-truncated, causal signal and let X,(z) and +!J,,,,( 8) be defined by (2.2) and (2.3). Then, as 
N+CCI, 
; W,@) = ‘s+, ) (4.17) 
where 8, denotes the delta distribution with mass 1 at z = w and the convergence in (4.17) is in the 
sense of the weak-star topology. 
Proof. It suffices to show that for every function f(z) continuous on 1 z I = 1 we have 
(4.18) 
We let c > 0 be chosen so that the interval [as - c, w, + z] does not contain wj for j # s. Then 
1 
J 
a,+< 
x w-c 
f (e”> d&W 
s 
1 
J 
W,+C 
=Zx w_-z f (ei”)l X,,,(e’“) I2 dl3 
s 
1 
J 
LJ,+r 
=2aN w_-z f (e”) i aj ll~e~~~~I~ 2 d8 (z = ei”) 
I j= -1 
=- 
(4.19) 
For the second equality in (4.19) we have used the summation formula for terminating geometric 
series. Consider the term in (4.19) when j = m = s: that is, 
From well-known properties of the FejCr kernel [8] we have 
1%12 L $ii 271N _f ei(os-e) J ( 4 
sin +N8 
i 
2 
sin $3 
d8 = 1 a, 1 ‘f (eius). 
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Furthermore, the remaining terms on the right-hand side of (4.19) are of order 0(1/N) if neither 
j nor m equals s and of order 0(1/m) if j or m (but not both) equals s. For the latter estimate 
we apply the Schwarz inequality. Hence 
W&9 = I a, I 2f(ei”s), 
and so (4.18) follows by suitably partitioning the interval [-IT, T]. 0 
Remark. It follows from (4.18) that, for N large, 
(4.20) 
Since the Szegij polynomial p,( qN, z) has the property that it minimizes the integral on the 
left-hand side of (4.20) with respect to all manic polynomials of degree n, the right-hand side of 
(4.20) suggests that the critical points e *% that are approximated best by a zero of p,, will be 
those associated with the largest I a, I 2. This is indeed the case in the example given in Section 3 
(see Table 3 and Figs. 1 and 2). For that example, I a1 1 = I a2 I = I a3 I = 1, I a4 I = 10, and w, 
= $rr. It is clear that the critical points e * 3ni/4 are approximated best by zeros of the p,. 
5. Related Pad& approximants 
In the final section we investigate properties of the Pad& approximants for the function 
(5.1) 
where DN( z) denotes the Szegij function (see (2.16)) and DG( z) := z~-, M := degree of 
k(z). 
Theorem 8. Let xN = {x,(m)} b e a given N-truncated, causal signal (2.1), and let +n( 19) and 
DN( z) denote the associated distribution function (2.3) and Szegb’ function (2.16), respectively. Let 
M denote the degree of DN( z), 0 < M < N - 1, and let [n/M] be the (classical) Pad& approxi- 
mant of type (n, M) to the rational function FN( z) (with 2M poles) defined by (5.1). Then there 
exists a polynomial Q,,M (z) E YM (of degree < M) such that 
[n/M] (z) = p~(‘~~z;’ , 
n,M 
where p,* = p,* ( I,!J N; z) denotes the reciprocal Szegii polynomial (2.7) with respect to I,!J~( 8). 
Proof. Let P,, E 9n and QM (+ 0) E gM satisfy 
QMFN - P,, = 0( z~+~+‘), as z + 0. 
Then QM - P,, DnD$ = 0( z M+n+l) and hence 
(5 4 
(5 -3) 
J Q,(Z) dz _ J P,(+N (z)D; (z> ,=,=I Z”+k M+k dz=O fork<n+l. Irl=l z 
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We also have 
J Q,(Z) ~ dz=O forka2. ,=,=I Z”+k 
Therefore 
J e2bPNt4Qe) M+k dz=O for2<k<n+l. Izl=l Z 
For 1 z 1 = 1, we have z = el*, dz = iz d0 and Dz( z) = z”DN( z) and hence 
J 
71 4(z)RV(z)-D,(z) 
ZK-l 
de=0 for2<k<n+l (z=e”). 
-7 
Thus by (2.1%) 
J 
n !&,~,(z)/‘d~=2n/‘ %.@ 
Z 
k-l Zk_l d+,(e)=0 for2<k<n+l (z=e”). 
It follows thit jni,< z) := z”P,(l/Z) E LPn satisfies 
0 = J? P,ozk-i 
--71 
d+,,,(B) = /n &(z)z~-‘-~ d+,(B), 
--n 
for 2<k<n+l (z=e’“). 
Therefore, 
m (jn, zm)=/nin(z)~ dqN(0)=O forO<m<n-1 (z=e”), 
-57 
and hence ?n( z) = c,p,( z) for some constant c,. Thus 
p,*(z) := z”p,(l/Z) = C,‘z”~Jl/Z) = Z,‘&(z) 
provided c, # 0; that is, provided P,(z) f 0. If P,(z) = 0, then by (5.3), QM = 0( z~+~+‘) which 
contradicts the fact that 0 f QM E PM. Thus Qn,M = C,‘QM. q 
Corollary 9. With the hypotheses of Theorem 8, 
p,*(z) 
lim [d”ltz) = n$mm Q (z) = DN(z)l&Z) n-C% n,M (5.4) 
locally uniformly on the set 1 z 1 < RN\ { zeros of D$( z)}, where 
RN:= ;y[ ,{k,: D&k)=O] >I. 
Moreover, the M zeros of Q&z) approach the M zeros of DG( z). 
65) 
Proof. We apply an extended version of the Montessus de Ballore theorem. The extension 
appears in an implicit form in [18,20] (see also [2]) and explicitly in [22]. 0 
We conclude with the following remarks. Since p,*(O) = 1, it follows from Corollary 9 that 
and lim Q,,,(z) = CD;(Z), 
n-Cc 
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for some constant c. Hence &(O)D$(O) = CD;(O) and so c = DN(0). Therefore by this and 
Corollary 9 
that is, 
4 (0) lim pn*(GN; z)= ~ 
4 (4 
for 1 z 1 -c R,. (5 4 
n-cc 
This result is in agreement with (2.15a) and demonstrates the connection between the Montessus 
de Ballore theorem for Pad& approximants and the Szego theory of asymptotics for orthogonal 
polynomials with respect to nonnegative trigonometric weights. 
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